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The term “private placement”, while having a relatively settled meaning in US 

financings, can have a variety of meanings in Europe. White & Case’s 

European leveraged finance practice guides you through. This article should 

be read alongside the focus on Schuldscheine recently published by 

White & Case1. 

Background—What is a Private Placement? 

In very basic, layman’s terms, a “private placement” is a placement of securities that is not done by way of 

public offering (which would typically require a registration statement if done in the US or with a US distribution 

or a prospectus-directive compliant prospectus if done in Europe or marketed to the public in Europe, for 

example). 

Section 4(a)(2) of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”) states that “transactions by 

an issuer not involving any public offering” are exempt from the registration requirements of Section 5 of the 

Securities Act (which would require US registration). However, Section 4(a)(2) offers no other significant 

definitions or means to interpret what falls within its scope. Based on case law, further safe-harbours set up 

under the scope of Section 4(a)(2) and common market practice, the following deal elements are generally 

accepted as qualifying a transaction to fall under the Section 4(a)(2) exemption: (i) limiting the number of 

offerees; (ii) generally smaller size; (iii) no general solicitation or advertisement; (iv) experience of the 

proposed investors; (v) nature of information and negotiation; and (vi) resale restrictions. For placements 

outside of the United States, the safe harbour afforded by “Regulation S” may also be available for use, 

although market practice is generally the same as for a 4(a)(2) private placement. 

In the US, the term “private placement” (which we’ll refer to in this note as a “US-Style Private Placement”) 

has a number of very specific meanings, namely the distribution (typically, to insurance companies, who are 

permitted to invest some of their assets in private placements if they meet specific risk criteria, and other large 

institutional investors), and the documentation (which is typically based off a model form agreed in the US 

market). We will go into these aspects in more detail below. In Europe, when we are talking about private 

placements, we are sometimes talking about US-Style Private Placements, but also may be talking more 

generally about private placements of unregistered debt securities, which can take any number of forms, 

including the now common practice of “tapping” high-yield bond indentures privately, which we will discuss in 

more detail below. 

  

                                                      
1 Please see https://www.whitecase.com/publications/alert/schuldscheine-global-alternative-product-future. 
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Elements Common to Any Private Placement 

Direct Investor Interaction 

In a private placement, there is a direct interaction between the investors and the issuer. In some private 

placements (in particular, where the issuer is tapping its existing high-yield bond indenture), the relationship 

with the investors is mediated through a placement agent. This role is usually played by an investment bank 

who will liaise with the relevant potential investor pool, gathering feedback and advising the issuer on best 

practices and pricing. The placement agent does not underwrite the bonds and therefore does not face the 

same risk as it would in a traditional bond deal. 

Flexibility in Disclosure and Limited Due Diligence 

Private placements are completed without a full offering memorandum as would be used in a Rule 144A 

transaction or more widespread offering. In some deals, circumstances arise where listing the notes is still 

desired (either required by the investors or due to tax treatment, as is the case in Italy). In such cases, a very 

thin disclosure document may be prepared to get a listing on a stock exchange (very often Vienna), but which 

looks quite different from the 300-400 page offering memoranda used for bond listings in Ireland, Luxembourg 

or other stock exchanges. In other circumstances, particularly where a placement agent is involved, at times a 

private placement memorandum is prepared to introduce the company to investors. More commonly now, a 

presentation similar to a set of roadshow slides is used rather than a memorandum, but in either event, the 

main purpose is to give headline information rather than provide a full picture of the company. For a private 

placement by an existing bond issuer (or for a private placement by the parent of an existing bond issuer of 

subordinated or PIK notes), the distribution of the privately placed notes is often to investors that invested in 

the original bond issue (where a full offering memorandum was prepared), so diligence is basically on a 

“bring-down” basis only. Any information given to prospective investors in the private placement is then 

released to the market upon the pricing of the private placement to “cleanse” prospective investors of any 

material non-public information. If the offering of the notes is also marketed to new investors, the new 

investors will customarily receive the offering memorandum that was prepared for the original bond offering, 

together with any quarterly or annual reports prepared since the distribution of the original offering 

memorandum. 

As the investors are usually interacting directly with the issuer or able to have their voices heard through the 

placement agent, management due diligence (if any) is done ad hoc, while through term sheet negotiation and 

investigation into the company as a possible investment, the investors are able to ask questions and make an 

informed decision about whether to proceed with the deal. 

Without underwriters, there is no entity for which 10b-5 liability attaches who can avail themselves of the due 

diligence defense, therefore no 10b-5 negative assurance letter is prepared by the lawyers involved and no 

full scope legal due diligence is completed; diligence is limited to ensure there are no contractual conflicts or 

structural issues that would be an impediment to the deal. 

Greater Transparency on Pricing 

Pricing a private placement is usually done early on in the process. Given that the diligence is completed early 

and directly between the investors and the issuer as mentioned above, the investors can usually discuss 

internally their appetite for investing and at what price. The investors, through the placement agent (if any), 

usually propose an interest rate (or, issue price, in case of a tap of existing high-yield notes) which, once 

agreed to by the issuer, is reflected in the pricing documentation (in particular, the notes purchase agreement) 

and closing documentation. 

Often times, this early pricing feature ensures that the issuer will be fully committed to getting the process 

done with certainty about the deal. This confirmation is quite different from the high-yield process, where 

pricing is known only after the whole deal is negotiated and significant time and cost has been poured into 

preparing the relevant marketing documents. 
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US-Style Private Placements 

Market Accepted Standard Form 

Unlike other transactions where the first step in preparing legal documents is to make a decision as to an 

acceptable precedent from which to start negotiations, in US Private Placements, the starting point on each 

deal is the Note Purchase Agreement Model Form prepared and periodically reviewed and updated by the 

American College of Investment Counsel. The most commonly used form is the Form X-2 (available at 

https://www.aciclaw.org/forms), which is suitable for credits BBB- rated or higher. 

The standard form is a result of discussions and agreements by a number of experienced players in the US 

Private Placement market from law firms, academia and investor in-house teams who monitor market trends. 

The standard form contains a disclaimer up front that reminds the reader that modifications are expected. In 

fact, the standard form is annotated with helpful guidance regarding where modifications are typically seen. 

Most notably, in the preface to the document the notes clarify that financial covenants are to be agreed 

amongst the parties and are not included in any fashion in the model form. Additionally, as the form was 

developed for US issuers, several modifications are required to make the notes purchase agreement work for 

a foreign issuer. However, using this model form as a starting point for covenants, closing procedure and 

similar (each which has been tested thoroughly on the market and is purportedly and commonly accepted as 

“fair”) allows the parties to focus negotiation on key terms. 

Covenants and Maintenance Financial Covenants 

US Private Placement covenants are generally designed to protect investors from specific corporate actions 

that may deteriorate credit quality, while allowing existing management and shareholders to carry on normal 

business and to create value. In particular, there is a focus on ensuring continued parity for the US Private 

Placement instrument with bank debt, as well as limiting structural subordination created by liens or subsidiary 

debt. 

More specifically, US Private Placement financial covenants are maintenance tests, similar to bank lending, as 

opposed to incurrence tests found in high-yield bonds. Therefore, US Private Placement covenants provide for 

general tests to be met (with certain exceptions) on regular testing intervals (often quarterly or semi-annually). 

The most common ratios to be met are an interest coverage ratio (EBITDA/interest expense) and a leverage 

ratio (Net Financial Debt/EBITDA), but other ratios may be included based on the nature of the issuer’s 

business and any particular concerns with an issuer’s current financial condition. These ratios are more 

tailored to the transaction than the standard covenants in a high-yield bond, where variation usually comes in 

size of basket rather than components. 

Most Favoured Lender Clauses 

As the investors in US Private Placements tend to be sophisticated and have strong bargaining power, one of 

the most common additions they are able to make to the standard form is the inclusion of Most Favoured 

Lender clauses. There are a variety of “Most Favoured” clauses across different types of contracts, such as 

Most Favoured Nation or Most Favoured Customer, each with generally the same objective: to allow the 

contract to automatically be modified in favour of the counterparty should the principal actor negotiate more 

favourable terms with a third-party. In the case of US Private Placements, the focus is on financial covenants. 

European-Style Private Placements 

An additional instrument that has evolved over the last several years in Europe to become a common feature 

is the European-style private placement (“Euro PP”) which should not be confused with a US Private 

Placement as described above. It developed largely as a response to the lack of funding available from the 

traditional banking sector to small- and medium-sized European corporates as a result of the financial crisis. It 

has been supported by market organisations such as ICMA and AMAFI. The AMAFI is a French association 

representing financial professionals which, together with other French bodies, published a Charter in 2014 

recommending guidelines to be adopted to ensure a minimum of market-acceptable features on both the buy 

and sell sides. While it is true to say that a Euro PP is seen in a different light from a more traditional style 

Regulation S-style bond, the documentation largely mirrors what is used in traditional Regulation S bond 

issues and the guidelines are heavily inspired by the long-standing ICMA recommendations for bond issues. 

What marks the Euro PP out is that the number of investors is much more limited with a more buy-and-hold 

approach. The issue sizes are much lower and the terms and conditions contain a few additional financial 

https://www.aciclaw.org/forms
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covenants beyond the typical negative pledge. Occasionally they are secured. A Euro PP is also less likely to 

be listed (and, if it is, typically on less regulated markets) or rated. It can be seen as a hybrid between normal 

bonds and bank debt. Indeed, the LMA has produced Euro PP documentation which can switch from bank 

debt to bond instrument as often at the start of the deal it is not entirely clear which form of financing will 

actually be adopted. As the number of investors is more limited and more likely to be involved from the start, 

an initial feature of the Euro PP is the need to enter into a confidentiality agreement to cover the 

communication and use of confidential information. It has generally been regarded as a successful initiative 

bringing needed funding and funding variety to the smaller end of the corporate market. 

Private High-Yield Taps and Bespoke Financing Instruments 

The term “private placement” in Europe has also evolved to mean privately placed securities of any type.  

For example, in recent years it has become relatively common practice in Europe to “tap” existing high-yield 

indentures by privately placing additional notes with institutional investors. These investors are frequently 

investors that already hold the securities, so a private placement is an easy way to access the market without 

the additional expense of another publicly marketed transaction, requiring an offering memorandum, 

increased fees for counsels to the issuer and underwriters, underwriting fees (which tend to be higher than 

those for placement agents, if any), as well as fees associated with comfort letters. 

Covenants are the same as for the publicly marketed deal and the form of the agreement that investors 

execute directly with the issuer is often based off the underwriting (or “purchase”) agreement used for the 

publicly marketed deal, with appropriate modifications, both to save drafting time but also as the issuer is 

already generally familiar with the form. 

Alternatively, “private placement” may mean a bespoke financing instrument included as part of a wider 

financing. This may be a PIK-note or preference share or any commercially agreed instrument included as 

part of the capital structure. These are typically privately placed on a “take-and-hold” basis by investors, with 

bespoke features negotiated on a case-by-case basis. 

Conclusion 

The features of a private placement can be extremely attractive to certain businesses for a variety of reasons, 

often giving the opportunity for first-time debt issuers to have a direct relationship with their investors and have 

unique requirements that can be better explained over time than on a standard roadshow. For European 

issuers that are accessing the private placement market to “tap” existing indentures, private placements can 

be a valuable tool to take quick and cost-effective advantage of favourable market conditions. Because 

potential issuers may be unaware of the characteristics of private placements (or their existence as a debt 

raising option), it is important for advisors to include this product amongst the suite of possibilities at the initial 

planning stages of a possible transaction. But first — ask what they mean by private placement! 
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